Greetings!

Here's a recap of blog posts and other news from the past month.

In a week that has seen GSK receive another record fine, we have concluded a Doctor Munchausen series of posts on davidhealy.org that tackle some of the issues miring pharmaceutical companies in controversy.

Thank you for your support.

Your feedback, as always, is greatly appreciated.

David Healy, MD

RxISK stories

Lupron: Homicide of a Husband
This post starts with Michelle Millikan's report to FDA of the night she killed her husband. The Event Several days
after my 6th injection of Lupron Depot, in some kind of an impossible-to-understand and difficult-to-explain 'fugue state', ... [Read More...]...

Doctor Faces Marriage-Buster: What Should S/he do?
This post is about an issue covered before - the effects of antidepressants on relationships - see My Wife Has Left Me. This post had thirty-four follow-up comments which show that this issue gets at the heart of ... [Read More...]...

Sudden Cardiac Death and the Reverse Dodo Verdict
Ten years ago I was at a meeting in Ottawa Canada looking at the issue of adverse events on treatment and how to manage these. The attendees were mostly left leaning activists. ut Terence Young, then recognizably a conservative ... [Read More...]...

From David's blog...

Dr Munchausen: Pharmacophile
This piece was first submitted to the J of Mental Health in 1997 and two other journals later that year - with Marie Savage and Phil Thomas as co-authors. The reviewers were affronted - one figured mental health was likely no worse than the rest of medicine. Unable to find a home, it migrated to [...]...

Doctor Munchausen: Judge & Jury
This is the sixth in a Dr Munchausen series of posts. It was originally going to be entitled 'Dr Munchausen joins your local Hospital Board'. Crash & Holocaust Denialism In JG Ballard's novel Crash covered in the last post, we slip from the solid world in which we think we move to a dreamworld